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The new all-in-one teaching device

TO INSPIRE

hybrid online in  person
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www.classinthebox.io



ClassInTheBox is an easy-to-install device which is connected to your classroom computer or interactive screen
or even your home SmartTV and allows you to hold, thanks to its great versatility, a video conference, a training webinar 
or record a video-tutorial.

The freedom which ClassInTheBox allows you means you can stand up from your seat, adjust the headset volume 
without approaching the computer, switch from one camera to its multiple viewing modes, and avoid ambient noise 
from distracting everyone and even yourself.

Multiple features that are found in this device, manufactured in Spain and which has obtained great recognition
at a national and international level.

Quick and easy setup, Click & Start. 
A single cable to connect everything.

Simple
Advanced ambient noise cancellation,

no echo, no interference. 
Sound controlled from the microphone.

Silence

High resolution wide angle camera (2K).
One-click camera switching.

Get rid of awkward, static close-ups.

Air
Portable, freedom of movement.

Keep communicating as usual.

Freedom
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Experience the 4 effects



Any student can have the floor. Give your students a 
voice by activating the “student microphone” so that 
the voice will be captured directly from their devices. 
Mute when needed or let the microphones automatically 
mute when the teacher speaks or when media is playing 
in the classroom.

Your voice and the audio of the videos split in two different 
channels to go further.

Forget about low quality, too low or echoed audio in 
your broadcasts/recordings. Both tracks will be treated 
on the ClassInTheBox server, to improve quality so that 
your listeners or students will enjoy a clear and high 
quality audio.

Auxiliar camera  - Tracking and automatic zoom whenever you want and with the camera you want.

Take advantage of your mobile camera as an "auxiliary camera", without cables. For both video conference broadcasts 
and recordings, use your mobile phone as a portable camera. Come as close as you want to and show even the smallest 
detail. Use it as a tv mobile unit which you can carry, focus and zoom.
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Use your mobile as an auxiliar camera and move around

Duplo Mode

Duplo Mini

¡ Tracking and zoom !
Whether you use the built-in camera of 
your device, the citb camera or any auxiliary 
camera, use the automatic tracking and 
zoom (optional and configurable) to 
achieve greater dynamism in your broadcasts 
and recordings.

Advanced Settings

Tracking
Camera

On/Off

Tracking
citb camera

On/Off

Give your students a voice
from their own devices using

our noise-canceling
Internet voice service.

QR Student microphoneOff



You can use citbREC's “Visualizer” functionality to mirror, rotate the image from any camera. This way you can show 
clearly and in a simple way everything you need: writing on a notebook, a scientific experiment, that connection you 
need in your robotics lesson with total accuracy, etc.

Using Artificial Intelligence, we have managed to activate the different modes of use, and the commands that control 
the video and the “pintagging”, through voice commands (both in Spanish and English). You no longer have to be in 
front of the computer to activate them by clicking on icons. Move freely around the classroom as you switch from one 
mode to another, insert a pin or a tag, or pause the recording of a video using spoken commands and drive your 
students crazy!

This is great: Voice commands!!
Control the modes and "pintag"

without approaching the computer

Do you need to show documents or focus
something on your table?

Functions of the Visualizer
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How to "talk" to ClassInTheBox

CITB Show

CITB Class

Duplo

Duplo Mini

CITB Camera CITB Play

CITB Pause

CITB Stop

CITB Pin

CITB Tag

DuploMini!

CITB Camera!Rec
ord

!

Pause!

Mirror Free rotation 90  rotationo

90o



Create and pintag
To get the most out of ClassInTheBox we have developed the tool www.classinthebox.io Using citbREC takes 
video conferencing to a higher level and also opens up new possibilities for video recording, screencasting, 
importing, tagging, and hosting.

And as if all this was not enough, both the modes of use, the video and the pintagging controls can be activated by 
means of Voice Commands. Although you can still click on their icons on screen, you no longer need to be in front of 
your computer. With voice commands they can be activated remotely, so freedom of movement is total.

By means of this function, you can switch 
the image to be displayed between the 
citb cam and the front camera of your 

computer, or another connected camera.

By connecting ClassInTheBox to an audio
system or speakers, you can make

your voice amplified, so that the audience
can hear you perfectly well from the speakers.

Momentarily deactivates the citb 
microphone, so that another microphone 

picks up the voice of those present and can 
communicate with those who are online.

Camera switch Show mode Classroom mode

Share the image from your two 
cameras on a split screen, or 

prioritize the citb cam
using the Duplo Mini mode. 

Duplo mode
Record / import and share any video, with 
high image and sound quality. “Pintag” it 
and enrich its content with comments, 

attachments, links, etc.

Record, import and share
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Start recording

01:26:00

QR Student microphoneOn

dashboard

Record tab Record desktop Show PIP

Configuration

Tour BuyGalleryAcademy

Voice commands citb device

RECORDS

My videos Task manager

Camera

Default

On/Off Select camera

Microphone

Default

On/Off Select microphone

Volume control



01:26:00

PinTag

What is "pintagging"? 
A new concept to create transmedia videos

“Pintagging” consists of putting "pins" and "tags" in a video to identify and mark those parts that we want. Through 
the pins, we mark specific points. With the tags, we directly underline the video through a section with a beginning 
and an end. Everything is handled visually and interactively.

But in addition, pintagging means enriching a video, extending it, enhancing it with information and links to other 
digital formats, thus creating a transmedia video.
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Games
- Kahoot
- Quizizz
- Wordwall
- Genially
- Quizlet...

Audio
- Podcast
- Mote
- Vocaroo
- Speakpipe
- Spotify
- Flip (mic only)

Text format
- Documents
- Hyperdocs
- PDFs
- Interactive worksheets 
(LiveWorksheets, TopWorksheets)
- Links to press, wikipedia, articles, 
blogs, sites, etc...

Questionnaires
- Google Forms
- Quizizz
- Kahoot
- Socrative
- Mentimeter...

Videos
- YouTube (videos or
   playlists)
- Google Drive
- Other citbREC videos
- Edpuzzle
- Flip...

Images
- Image
- Infographics
- Interactive image 
  (Genially)
- Photo album
- Pinterest collection
- ThingLink...

Other format
- Wakelet collection
- Google Classroom assignment
- Padlet
- Jamboard...

Presentations
- Genially
- Google Slides
- Nearpod decks
- Peardeck decks
- Emaze
- Prezzi
- Quizizz / Kahoot lessons...

Vídeo Transmedia



What is a
transmedia video?

Do you want to see a "pintagged" video?
https://acortar.link/ejemplodepintagueo

Scan the QR

With www.classinthebox.io you can work on your own video by recording it, or on any video imported from YouTube, Vimeo, etc. 
The "pins" and "tags" can be added both live (during recording or screencast), and deferred within the editing mode. Once the recor-
ding is uploaded, pins and tags can be enriched by adding information, attachments or links.

Transmedia video is a new format which 
extends the possibilities of videos to enrich 
them through “pintagging”. And we do it with 
ALL FORMATS, because everything you can 
think of has a place in a video painted with 
citbREC.

A class or part of it A videoconference Any video!
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use

to enrich videos
with ALL FORMATS



National and international recognitions
ClassInTheBox has been awarded as the best Technological Innovation at the European Techonology Awards 2021 
and has been a finalist at the Bett Awards 2022 in the Hardware, AV, VR/AR, Robotics or Digital Device category.

It has also obtained several recognitions at the Globee® Awards: 
     • Gold as the “Disruptive Company of the Year” in the Telecommunications section. 
     • Gold in the “Innovations in Unified Communications” category.
     • Bronze in the “Best product of the year to combat and reduce the impact of COVID-19” category.

Other awards and nominations:
     • Finalists in the prestigious international GESS AWARDS contest for Innovative Product.
    • Considered one of the most innovative initiatives within the Digital Transformation sector
       by the publication Actualidad Económica of El Mundo.

All these recognitions confirm the quality of the product, patented and manufactured in Spain, and show that 
ClassInTheBox is the perfect complement for your videoconferences in the new normal.

www. classinthebox.com

info@classinthebox.com

+34 913 703 118

Calle del Empecinado, 4 - First floor
28801 - Alcalá de Henares - Madrid
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